Chohan of the 1st Ray of Will & Power

Divine Complement / Twin Ray, Amerissis, the Goddess of Light
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El Morya

From: COS Network

Chohan El Morya works under the authority of the Blue Ray representing God’s Will to the Earth. He gives assistance to all governments and stands by any of us desirous of doing God’s Will as the planetary servers of the Divine Plan. In previous embodiments, he was one of the three wise men making way to the Christ Child, King Arthur during the time of Camelot, Sir Thomas More, Akbar the Great, founder of the Mogul Empire of India.* With great determination, he teaches us how to concentrate, to have unwavering focus, and to build our strength of character as this is in absolute divine alignment to the Divine Plan and Mission of Earth. His sacred fire of the blue flames gifts us with the Power of Command and expression of Divine Truth through all forms of our expression and media. His retreat is in Darjeeling and his electronic pattern is the chalice.
**Incarnations:**

- Abraham, the Hebrew patriarch
- Melchior, one of the Three Wise Men who gave homage to the Christ Child 1 BC
- King Akbar the Great [Abu-ul-Fath Jalal-ud-Din Muhammad Akbar] 1542 - 1605
- Arthur, King of Britons & Leader of the Knights of the Round Table 503 - 579 AD
- Saint Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury 1118 - 1170
- Saint Thomas More 1478 - 1535
- El Morya Khan - Unascended Master

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Divine Qualities:</strong></th>
<th><strong>Office in Hierarchy:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Power</td>
<td>- Chohan of the First Ray of Will &amp; Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Goodwill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Faith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Divine Ray &amp; Sacred Fire:</strong></th>
<th><strong>Retreat:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Flame of God's Will</td>
<td>Temple of God's Will, Darjeeling, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Blue Ray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Blue Flame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Red-Flame of Ray 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Music Keynote:**
Land of Hope and Glory

**More about Master El morya**
El Morya’s past incarnations include Abraham, Melchior, King Arthur, Thomas Beckett, Thomas More and the Mogul emperor Akbar the Great. His final incarnation was as El Morya Khan, a Tibetan Mahatma born a Rajput (a prince of a class renowned for their courage and honour) who later became a monk. His many lifetimes show a pattern of tolerance and great statesmanship and leadership, and also demonstrate his intense courage and steadfastness; faith, trust and belief in the ultimate Power of God, and in the integrity of all Spiritual Law. He upholds these Laws above all others, and has absolute determination to carry out God’s Will. His twin flame is Sachita Kaur who works with him on the 1st Ray, with Cyclopea, Elohim of the 5th Ray - the “All-seeing Eye of God” who holds the focus of our perfect Divine plans and blueprints and with Djwhal Khul, Chohan of the Emerald Ray. She has had diverse earthly incarnations, including a concubine/dancer in an Eastern Harem, and a Carmelite nun! In the former life her dancing used mudras (hand movements and positions containing sacred symbolism) and she sponsors non-verbal communication through art, music and dance today as a Universal means of understanding and of healing. They have an Etheric retreat over Darjeeling in India, known as the “Temple of God’s Will”. … Sachita advised us that introducing fluidity and grace to our lives frees up self-expression, which eliminates stagnation and fear. Strength, she reminds us, does not have to be ugly, nor be seen solely as a “masculine” trait!

El Morya Khan is Chohan (Ray Master) of the First Ray of Divine Will, Power and Drive. This Ray is at the root of all structure, and is the only Ray to fall absolutely under the direction of the Office of the Manu. It is the primary Ray of creation, and may be seen as red, the colour of communication (in the beginning was the Word). It has a cleansing, catalytic and intense energy, allowing nothing to stay static or stagnate. Those working with it need to be adept at working with Energy, for it will powerfully instigate change, breaking down old conditions, outdated beliefs and structures and moving them dynamically forward to more productive ways of Being. It provides the impetus and drive to get a new Plan underway and in establishing and maintaining the thrust of a new objective. … El Morya works closely with Kuthumi and Djwhal Khul in their work with the 2nd Ray of Divine Wisdom, and all have teaching ashrams in the etheric, attracting many students. He is a strict and exacting teacher, expecting hard work, obedience and self-discipline from his students - yet he also has a witty and quick sense of humour! … Apart from his very important work on a planetary level, El Morya is concerned in helping us as individuals to recognise the Divine Will within us and encouraging re-unity with our Christ and God Selves. He sponsors and helps us develop the blue plume of Divine Power, one of the threefold flames of the inner (hidden) heart. His lessons are of those of trust and courage, teaching us to trust in ourselves, our intuition and in the support of God and the Universe. He tells us that lack of trust leads to fear, and fear prevents us from thinking clearly and will stifle intuition and creativity. Intuition helps us be in the flow and connects us strongly to our Divine mission and Plan, enabling us to move forward with strength and determination. If we have trust it gives us the self-confidence and courage to go out into the world and to try our best, even at the risk of making mistakes - which are after all only learning experiences - for it is only by doing so that we can expand the boundaries of our limitations and bring about true growth.

* Kuthumi: Chohan of the Second Ray, The Love and Wisdom of God
* Djwhal Khul: Lord of Synthesis of the first 7 Rays

About the First Ray of Will & Power
El Morya Khan is Chohan (Master) of the First Ray of Divine Will, Power and Drive. This Ray is at the root of all structure, and is the only Ray to fall absolutely under the direction of the Office of the Manu. It is the primary Ray of creation, and may be seen as blue, the colour of communication (in the beginning was the Word). It has a cleansing, catalytic and intense energy, allowing nothing to stay static or stagnate. Those working with it need to be adept at working with Energy, for it will powerfully instigate change, breaking down old conditions, outdated beliefs and structures and moving them dynamically forward to more productive ways of Being. It provides the impetus and drive to get a new Plan underway and in establishing and maintaining the thrust of a new objective. ... El Morya works closely with Kuthumi and Djwhal Khul in their work with the 2nd Ray of Divine Wisdom, and all have teaching ashrams in the etheric, attracting many students. He is a strict and exacting teacher, expecting hard work, obedience and self-discipline from his students - yet he also has a witty and quick sense of humour! ...* Apart from his very important work on a planetary level, El Morya is concerned in helping us as individuals to recognise the Divine Will within us and encouraging re-unity with our Christ and God Selves. He sponsors and helps us develop the blue plume of Divine Power, one of the threefold flames of the inner (hidden) heart. His lessons are of those of trust and courage, teaching us to trust in ourselves, our intuition and in the support of God and the Universe. He tells us that lack of trust leads to fear, and fear prevents us from thinking clearly and will stifle intuition and creativity. Intuition helps us be in the flow and connects us strongly to our Divine mission and Plan, enabling us to move forwards with strength and determination. If we have trust it gives us the self-confidence and courage to go out into the world and to try our best, even at the risk of making mistakes - which are after all only learning experiences - for it is only by doing so that we can expand the boundaries of our limitations and bring about true growth.

Planetary Ray One: Will & Power of God

From: The Melchizedek & Pleiadian Light Network

The qualities of Ray one are Will-to-good, individuality, vitality, singleness of purpose and clear vision. This ray can be indicative of needing to step more into your power, and/or having power and control issues with your family, partner, friends, colleagues and so on. It may also be indicative of the “spiritual warrior” archetype that feels misunderstood or isolated on his or her journey. Sometimes it is to understand that as a leader, and creating new frontiers, can be perceived as lonely, but the outcome to expressing your Truth and standing in your power far outweighs any perceived sacrifices. It is also to be open to receiving, as many Spiritual warrior archetypes have an energy field with a big “no entry” sign written all over their aura. The issues of trust and surrender are quite clear here. The flip side to this is the person who still plays the victim role, and does not have clear boundaries, attracting those that take advantage, consciously or otherwise. Learn to say “No”. This is being selfless not selfish. Bring your energies in, and do what works for you. You will never be able to please everyone anyway.
The key here would be discernment and standing in your power. Visualise the sword of Holy Truth, brought through by Archangel Michael, deep within your heart center. When you need to express your Truth, and stand in your power, visualize yourself holding the sword of Holy Truth with a strong right arm across the front of your body, bringing a deeper level of discernment and empowerment. Then surround yourself in the vibrant red flame of the first ray of Will and Power. The sword of Holy Truth can also be used effectively in discarding, cutting old ties energetically from within the energy field of the person or people you wish to disconnect from or shift your current relationship.

Commentary:

- El Morya's sacred fire of the blue flames gifts us with the Power of Command and expression of Divine Truth through all forms of our expression. (See: Message Two, below).

WHAT IS AN ASCENDED MASTER?
From: Inner Lightworkers / UK

An Ascended Master is a Being who has Mastered time and space and in the process gained self-mastery of the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual aspects of themselves in the lower Dimensions. They are all members of the Great White Brotherhood, and many are also members of the Order of Melchisadek. They each will have transmuted a large proportion of their karma, fulfilled their Divine Plan and been initiated into the rituals of the Ascension. Their self-mastery means that they have transcended to the Higher Dimensions of Matter: those of the fifth Dimension or Higher. There are many Dimensions of increasingly finer vibration above our dimension, and the realms of many of the Masters and Angelics range between the 5th and the 9th Dimensions. Just because these Beings are Ascended does not mean that their own learning and growth ceases, or they become separate from us! Indeed, as they grow, we grow: and as we grow, so too do they. We were told recently: "Once the teacher has passed on all their knowledge to another, the other may take that knowledge and change it and return it back to the teacher, so that cycle upon cycle is repeated for all, and those who are guided now guide and those who guide are now guided." And of course when we talk about Ascension, and working towards our Ascension, what we truly mean is that this is the path we too are walking - we are aiming to Ascend AS A MASTER OF OUR SELF and not of others. Our path to mastery and hence to our personal and planetary Ascension (for they are intertwined) is therefore one of personal mastery on all levels. That is the purpose behind the work we and the Masters present you with!

- The Book Of Knowledge states:
“Only when Man’s consciousness is sufficiently prepared with the Love of the Father to understand the purpose of Merkabah (I-AM Presence) can the vehicle open its energy portal to project a blue-white light which creates an energy field around the body to protect it against changes as the body is taken into the vehicle. Thus, those who believe in the Father’s Will and desire to work with the Brotherhood are those who will feel tremendous energy changes in their bodies, for they are being chemically respatialized to live in a more active Light environment.

Suggested Invocation:

© Rev. AliceAnn-2010

I call upon my Higher Light and my OverSelf of the Christ; I call upon Mother-Father God and the Company of Heaven; and, I call upon Master El Morya. O Beloved El Morya, I ask you to assist me in developing my creativity and intuition; to show me the paths of trust, faith and courage; and to teach me how to stay in the flow of my Becoming -- So that I may enter onto the true path of upliftment; so that I may take on the qualities of the First Ray of God’s Will and Power; and, so that I may become my I-AM Avatar blueprint, my etheric electronic immortal Body of Light, and activate my Merkaba.

And now, I call to you, Beloved El Morya, and the Great Archaeon Michael today, to fill the world with Thy Radiant blue Ray of discernment, Thy radiance of Will-to-good, individuality, vitality, singleness of purpose and clear vision; so that the world may find the Peace of God that Passeth all human understanding; so that all humankind may receive Divine Love and come into the Light of Christ; and so that all life on this planet may be uplifted to the next dimension of God’s Divine plan.

I thank you Master El Morya for your intense courage and steadfastness; faith, trust and belief in the ultimate Power of God, and in the integrity of all Spiritual Law. I AM Light. I AM Love. I AM the Will & Power of God. I AM All that I AM. And so it is! Amen.
Under the overlighting guidance of Master El Morya and Archangel Michael/Faith and their blue radiance, I now focus upon my Beloved God 'I Am' of my Being. I call down the Radiance of my I-AM Presence and I acknowledge that Divine connection. Beloved Mighty I-AM Presence, I am so grateful I have found you. You are my Life! Focus thy Mighty Cosmic Light Love Ray upon me, as Life's great Freedom Ray, that will take care of everything that may be wrong in my mind, my body and my feelings! And so, I command my Mighty I-AM Presence to maintain peace and harmony within at all times and places in my life! Dearest Beloved I-Am Presence, I command you to also hold my home in one of your mighty Love Rays, and qualify time and space as long as I live in this home, keeping this home in a Love Ray of Thy Presence, a Presence which is always a transcending, healing, uplifting activity, and make this Ray-Presence available to all who dwell therein! Beloved I-AM Presence, I command you to surround all my loved ones, my own physical vehicle/body, (as well as any vehicle I may travel in), and all who are in my circle of relationships, in Thy divine Love Ray! Beloved Mighty I-AM Presence, I command you to heal all my workplace conditions at my worksite so that my Mighty I-AM Presence shall go forth and fill my workplace with radiant Love and Light; so that my colleagues’ Higher Light is filled with your Radiant Love Ray. Further, I ask my Angels and the Company of Heaven that all that is not Love be taken out of me; so that those disturbing things of the world do not bother me and that I may be filled with peace and harmony; so that I can maintain the quality of Love and Light that is necessary for my upliftment; so that the Light of my own God Presence can come through! I know I am Divine in Nature, and I ask for the overlighting of these Divine powers and guides to assist me in building my Body of Light, and activating my Merkabah. And so it is! (Amen)
Notes: (clarification from AliceAnn)

- I-AM Presence is your Divine Self, your God spark, your Monad
- Higher Light of the Self: is your solar Christed Self
- Overself of the Christ: is your Christ Consciousness that dwells in the Cosmic Heart/Mind of God The
  - ELOHIM,: Divine Aspects of the Godhead, seated at the Left-hand of Mother-Father God’s Throne
- Archaeon: Feminine and Masculine aspects of the Archangel, working as one Unified Consciousness
- Archaeon Michael: Prince of the Angels, Prince of Light, Regent Prince of the Seraphim, Regent Prince of the Virtues, Prince of the Divine Presence; Angel of Deliverance His name means "Who is like God??; feminine aspect: Faith
- El Morya: Chohan of First Ray, Will & Power; faith, trust, belief in the ultimate Power of God, the integrity of Spiritual Law
- Ray 1: Chohan El Morya Overlighted by Archangel Michael/Faith & Elohim Hercules/Amazonia; color: red; chakra: crown
- The Rays: vibrational frequencies of Divine Unfolding Light emanating from the Cosmic Heart of Mother-Father God
- Ascended Masters: Beings who have Mastered time & space, the physical, mental, emotional, spiritual aspects of self & are dedicated to serving God; all are members of the Brotherhood of Light
- Brotherhood of the Light: AKA The Great White Brotherhood; The Ascended Host; the Spiritual hierarchy of Earth; a society of organised and illumined minds, sometimes referred to as the Elder Brothers of the human race
"Little keys unlock the biggest doors, and man must be ready
To walk through and not stand hesitatingly upon the threshold."

Message One from Master El Morya
From: Inner Lightworkers / UK

Take my hand and come with me and have the courage to walk to the edge of this high cliff. I will not let you fall or come to harm. If you look behind us you will see a landscape spread out that is familiar and safe, a place you already know well. Now look forwards and allow your gaze to roam over the vista below. See the lights and the colours; the beautiful sights and sounds of a new world spread out before you. Do you not feel eager to explore that world - to learn new things, explore new paths and find new friends? All you need to do is take a step forward. But the choice must be yours, and I pledge to support you - whatever you choose. You may stay here, where all is safe and known, or you may take a leap of faith with me and trust that what awaits you is worth the risk. For I tell you the reward is finding your own true Self - your shining, bright, wonderful Divine Self! I see it now, and so too do others, but it will take this leap of faith for you to find it too.

Sachita adds:
Beloved, let me lead you with grace and elegance and show you the dance of eternal Life and Joy. For I support your endeavours and applaud you as you make each step on the path you have chosen, and make your choices, both difficult and easy. The path of balance and harmony is never painless, yet its way is balm to the soul. Have courage, and know that Divine Will is at the heart of all, if you will but reach within yourself to discover it. Flow with Life and with your intuition, which links you through the Wisdom of your heart to your all-knowing infinite Self, and all will be well.
Message Two from Master El Morya

the Radiant Rose Academy ©/2010

I, Morya, come to you this evening, and I come to you bearing good news, my Dear Heart.

All preparation for the freedom of the Race of the Starseed 'I Am', known to you as humankind, mankind, or the people of Earth -- all preparation that has been ongoing for seventy-five thousand years is over. And on the 22nd of November, as your Beloved Akasha has begun to state, Resurrection Day arrives, in which the next nine years are the fulfillment of the Ascended Jesus Christ's ministry on Earth, in which the great raising activity of Life shall touch every Lifestream on the Earth, all the Powers of Nature and the Forces of the Elements, to Life and the Earth's great freedom.

As you know am of the family of Els. We belong to the First Ray, and do have an Office of Authority. Once in your calendar that is your weekly calendar, do I and my companions join in projecting, on the Sunday of every week, our Blue White Ray to the Earth.

…In this matter of acknowledging your Presence, if you will understand, my Dear Hearts, that your Presence can project millions of Light Rays anywhere you desire It to. And if you will remember that those Light Rays are Love Rays -- they are synonymous -- and they always contain Self-Luminous Intelligent Substance. Now what does that mean to you? Let us say that you have a member of your family, and you have heard that that one seems to not be doing so well for various reasons. Maybe they have something acting up in their bodies, maybe they are acting up in a way that is adverse. And you want to help them. You could -- in acknowledging your Presence, you could call upon your Ascended Self and the Ascended Self of that loved one, to release a projection of that Light Ray upon that one and hold that Love Ray upon that one until everything is corrected. Could you not?

My Dear Hearts, the Self-Luminous Intelligent Substance of a Love Ray projected by your Presence carries Omniscience within it and all the power of the Godhead and knows how to correct every condition without any direction from you. The only direction it requires is you making the effort to turn your attention to that Mighty Presence of Life that stands above you, and acknowledge him. And, 'My Beloved God 'I Am' of my Being. I am so grateful I have found you. You are my Life! Focus thy Mighty Cosmic Light Love Ray upon me, as Life's great Freedom Ray, that will take care of everything that may be wrong in my mind, my body and my feelings. Focus -- hold my
home in one of your mighty Love Rays, and qualify time and space as long as I live in this home, keep this home in a Love Ray of your Presence that is always a transcending, healing, raising activity to all who live in this home."

You could command your Presence to surround your vehicles in a Love Ray, your loved ones. You could have a condition at the workplace, where you command that Presence to go out and fill those workplaces with those Love Rays.

…but it is for this reason that you are asked several times a day -- five, ten, fifteen times a day, just stop, take fifteen seconds, place your palm over your chest: "God I Am' of my Being I acknowledge you as the Living Flame of Life within me. And yet I know this is just part of you, the great you, my real Ascended Self, my own Beloved God Presence, a perfect Being. You stand above me only seven to eight feet away, and yet in your own Realm of Perfection. I acknowledge you. You are my real Self. I am grateful I am awake. I have found out about you and I acknowledge you. You are to be the Life of this body. Now I understand the great statement of Life that the body is intended to be the Temple of the Most High Living God."

So I offer you this thing today, that you -- just as We... I Am under obligation, Dear Hearts. Not just on Sunday do We send forth our Cosmic Blue White Ray to the people of Earth, but other days of the week We use the projection of those mighty Rays to do and perform various activities with the growing student body on Earth, trying to help and trying to respond to every call. We hear the calls. Michael hears the calls. My brother Jesus hears the calls. Beloved Queen of Light, the Great Goddesses, Precious Mary -- all of Us hear the calls. Morya, help us, help us! And every day We release great Rays of Light, and every day human beings go back and do the same thing that created the problem in the first place.

And so there it is, Golden Hearts. Acknowledgement, love and adoration to your Presence daily, and the refusal to engage in, to speak or to listen to criticism, condemnation, blame or gossip, and to the best of your ability to maintain peace and harmony within yourself by the command to your Presence and the Angels that all that is not Love be taken out of you so that those things do not bother you and that you be filled with peace and harmony so that you can maintain the quality that is necessary so that the Light of your own God Presence can come through you and manifest a life of absolute fulfillment. And in all of this, you are not taking your sovereignty. In all of this you still get to decide, because that authority always remains in your world.
So make the choice, Dear Hearts, for peace and harmony. How you get to where you are going is under the authority of your God Presence as long as you are choosing where you are going each and every day. I love you and I bless you and I thank you for this opportunity to share with you. All of us in the Ascended Host want only your freedom, and we want you to prove to yourself that you can turn back the clock of aging; that you can turn the most dire appearance in your life into manifestation of a miracle. But you are the one that must decree it. If you find yourself in a desert, do not give your power away.

God bless you. I Am Morya.
Message Three

From: Ascension Research Center

"... Now I direct you into a Cause, a Direction for that Violet Flame. And that Violet Flame, beloved ones, must
dissolve, must transmute all of the thoughtforms of cataclysm, all of the thoughtforms of negativity that are
collecting in the atmosphere of Earth. This is not that you will put your attention on this. This is so that you will
understand that the release of your Call is dissolving increment by increment and tearing away at that
thoughtform till that thoughtform will no longer exist, and it will be dissolved, transmuted - cause, effect,
record, and memory - from the consciousness of the planet.

"This is essential, for if there is not the Work of the Violet Flame going forward, and there is the continual adding
to this thoughtform, it will create more and more havoc for the planet to deal with.

"I tell you, this is not a time to run underground. This is a time to stand in the sun, and to give the Calls and be
the Masters of the Sacred Fire that you have been trained to become! This is the time for you to give the
Instruction and the Teaching of the Violet Flame to all those whom you come in contact with. This is the time for
you to dissuade all those with fear, and records of death that are hovering in their mental body, their emotional
body, that would cause the fear to add to those thoughtforms in the astral plane.

"You can bring comfort to those who are tying into that mega-thoughtform. You can bring the understanding of
the Law that it is no more than a 'paper tiger'. It is not real. It exists only in the imagination of those who have
conjured it. It is easy to transmute. It is easy to dissolve. And once there are sufficient numbers of the students
of the Ascended Masters who are aware of this, there will no longer be the grave concern by many on the planet
who are reveling in the day of the so-called 'Armageddon' - which does not exist, beloved ones. It is only in the
imagination - the 'eye-magic' misqualified with the absence of the Love of God.

"The Blue Flame, the Will of God, is for your ability to propel into Action the Love of God, guided by the Wisdom
of Illumination's Ray, that you might have the Fullness of the Opportunity to be the Christ in Action. As these
times and cycles move forward, there should not be one concern by any of the Lightbearers who are true
students of the Ascended Masters as to the Reality of God in Action. For if God were not in Action, if the
Ascended Masters were not sending forth the Balance of the Action of the Ray of God into the Earth, there
would already have been such cataclysm as to have started a cycle of transferring Lightbearers to other parts
and other galaxies to continue to balance their karma.
"But We, in the Ascended Octaves, see the Vision, see the Potential, see the Light that is manifesting in the Earth. And the Great Central Sun is sending forth Currents of Light and Cosmic Rays to hold that balance. The Sun of Even Pressure is meeting that Balance with a corresponding Action.

"There is the anchoring into the Earth of Cosmic Currents of Fire from certain Ascended Masters to help hold this Balance. The students who are the true devotees of God are holding a Balance. Do not always expect that when something occurs in your life, that it is a personal reaction to one another. You must understand that many times you as a Lightbearer, as one who has consciously vowed to hold the Balance for the Earth, are holding a Balance for a particular need from Cosmic Levels.

"Not always is the circumstance of your lifestream dealing with something on a personal level. But you tend to personalize every action. Wake up to the Reality that you have vowed at Inner Levels, you have said 'I will hold the Balance. I will be a Whirling Sun of Light.' Understand, beloved ones, that you are doing just that. And there is great merit. And the Ascended Masters do not forget Their Friends of Light.

"And where there is the Opportunity to intercede for and on behalf of those Friends of Light who have helped throughout the ages, believe Me, We stand for your Victory! We know who can be counted on. We know who We can depend upon. And We know the level of your commitment. We know the Fire that you can hold. We know just how much you can hold and no more.

"So do not always expect that it is a personal initiation. For many of you have entered into world service long before you knew there was a thing such as world service on the outer. . . . "

Beloved El Morya
through the Anointed Representative®, Carolyn Louise Shearer

October 16, 1998, Chelsea, Vermont U.S.A.
Credits:
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